Background Recurrent laryngeal squamous cell carcinomas (LSCCs) are associated with poor outcomes, without reliable biomarkers to identify patients who may benefit from adjuvant therapies. Given the emergence of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TIL) as a biomarker in head and neck squamous cell carcinoma, we generated predictive models to understand the utility of CD4 + , CD8 + and/or CD103 + TIL status in patients with advanced LSCC. Methods Tissue microarrays were constructed from salvage laryngectomy specimens of 183 patients with recurrent/persistent LSCC and independently stained for CD4 + , CD8 + , and CD103 + TIL content. Cox proportional hazards regression analysis was employed to assess combinations of CD4 + , CD8 + , and CD103 + TIL levels for prediction of overall survival (OS), disease-specific survival (DSS), and disease-free survival (DFS) in patients with recurrent/persistent LSCC.
Introduction
Advanced stage laryngeal squamous cell carcinoma (LSCC) remains a clinical challenge, with recurrence rates of up to 50% after primary radiation (RT) or chemoradiation (CRT) [1] . For patients with recurrent disease after RT/CRT, salvage surgery is often the only established curative option [2, 3] . However, operative morbidity is significant and survival rates after salvage laryngectomy are poor [4, 5] . The significant proportion of patients who develop recurrence after RT/CRT and the poor prognosis for patients with recurrent LSCC provide the rationale for new biomarker studies to improve prognostication and treatment selection in this vulnerable cohort. Although a variety of biomarkers ranging from genetic alterations [6] , to protein expression [7] , to tumor-infiltrating cells [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] have been evaluated in this population, no prognostic model has demonstrated sufficient sensitivity and specificity to warrant further evaluation in prospective cohorts or to dictate clinical decisions.
Despite the dearth of prognostic data within this population, the role of the adaptive immune system in tumor surveillance has emerged as an area of increasing interest for development of predictive assays of oncologic outcomes in patients with LSCC [14] . Certain immunologic signatures, including number of CD4 + and CD8 + tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs), portend improved survival and response to therapy in head and neck cancer [8, 9] . For example, we have recently shown that a higher proportion of CD4 + and CD8 + TILs correlates with improved disease-specific and disease-free survival (DFS) in patients with recurrent/persistent LSCC [9] . Subsequently, in order to further enhance the sensitivity and specificity of our model, we questioned whether prognostication in this cohort could be improved by considering immunologic biomarkers of cytotoxic TIL activity and tumor-cell kill, in addition to TIL number itself.
CD103, or α E β 7 integrin, localizes antigen-specific cytotoxic T lymphocytes to epithelial tissues and is an indicator of enhanced cytotoxicity and proliferative ability of these cells [14] . In recent studies of non-small cell lung cancer [15] and serous ovarian cancer [16, 17] , the survival benefit conferred by CD8 + TILs was shown to be dependent upon co-expression of CD103. Thus, we sought to address whether CD103 expression may better define the most beneficial subsets of TILs with important prognostic and immunotherapeutic implications in patients with recurrent/persistent LSCC.
Herein, we evaluated the potential of CD103 + TIL density to act as a robust predictor of improved survival in patients with recurrent/persistent LSCC. Further, we hypothesize that there are patients with distinct immunologic phenotypes of "immune-rich" and "immune-poor" tumors that predict survival in recurrent/persistent LSCC.
Materials and methods

Patient population
We performed a single-institution, retrospective analysis of patients with recurrent/persistent LSCC using a clinical epidemiology and tissue database. Inclusion criteria stipulated: (1) adults with biopsy-proven LSCC; (2) recurrent/ persistent disease at the primary site after RT or CRT; (3) laryngectomy for surgical salvage; between 1997 and 2014 and (4) tumor tissue available for creation of tissue microarray, as previously described [9] . In total, 183 patients met inclusion criteria, and demographics and clinical characteristics are shown in Table 1 . Patients were staged in accordance with the 7th edition American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) Staging System [18] .
Immunohistology
Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue blocks from salvage surgery and representative hematoxylin and eosin-stained slides were assessed for ≥ 70% tumor cellularity by a head and neck pathologist (Jonathan B. McHugh). A tissue microarray (TMA) was subsequently constructed with triplicate 0.7-mm-diameter cores from each patient [19] . TMAs were stained for CD4 + , CD8 + , and CD103 + TILs on arrays constructed as previously described [9] . Briefly, 5-micron tissue sections were incubated overnight in a 65 °C oven, then deparaffinized and rehydrated with stepwise xylene, graded alcohols, and buffer immersion. Heatinduced epitope retrieval was then performed, followed by incubation of the slides in a preheated pressure cooker with citrate buffer (pH 6) or Tris-EDTA buffer (Ph 9) and horse serum. Immunohistochemical staining was done with a DAKO autostainer using liquid streptavidin-biotinylated horseradish peroxidase complex and DBA (DAKO labeled avidin-biotin-peroxidase kits, Thermo Fisher Scientific) as chromogens, as previously described [9] . Deparaffinized sections were stained with monoclonal antibodies at the following titrations: CD103-1:500 (Abcam Ab129202); CD4-1:250 (Abcam Ab846); CD8-1:40 (Novocastra VP-C320). TMA slides were digitally imaged, scanned, and retrieved with Aperio ImageScope v.12 software (Leica Biosystems).
TIL scoring and statistical analysis
Cores consisting of < 50% tumor parenchyma, partial cores, and those with significant tumor necrosis were excluded from the analysis. The positively stained cells in each included core were manually counted at 200× magnification (20× objective lens) by two independent blinded reviewers (Jacqueline E. Mann and Joshua D. Smith). Inter-rater reliability was determined by calculation of the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) using R. Only intratumoral TILs were quantified, consistent with the biological function of the CD103 antigen and previous studies demonstrating reliability and reproducibility of this measurement parameter [14, 16, 17] . Mean TIL counts per core of triplicate samples for each patient were calculated, averaged between the two reviewers, and used in subsequent statistical analysis. CD4 + , CD8 + , and CD103 + TIL counts were first input as continuous variables into univariate and multivariate models to document that each marker was a significant predictor of OS, DSS, and DFS. Next, optimal cutpoints for each TIL marker were determined from the data to maximize survival differences based on Cox proportional hazards regression of DSS using the survMisc v0.5.4 package in R [20] . Subsequently, combinations of the markers CD4, CD8 and CD103 were explored with multivariable Cox model and ROC analysis.
Deaths were confirmed through the electronic medical record and the Social Security Death Index. Primary outcome measures were overall survival (OS; time from salvage laryngectomy to death from any cause), disease-specific survival (DSS; time from salvage laryngectomy to death from any disease recurrence/persistence), and disease-free survival (DFS; time from salvage laryngectomy to any disease recurrence/persistence).
Results
CD103 staining patterns and TIL cutpoints
For our entire cohort, the mean (range) CD103 + TIL count per tumor was 32.1 (0-298) and the median count was 16 ( Fig. 1) . Inter-rater reliability for TIL counts between the two blinded reviewers was excellent (ICC: 0.919, 95% CI 0.906-0.930). As continuous variables, CD4
+ , CD8 + , and CD103 + TIL counts were each predictive of OS, DSS, and DFS (data not shown).
We then determined the optimal cutpoint for CD103 + TIL counts to allow for stratification of recurrent/persistent LSCC into CD103 + low (< 11 TILs) and CD103 + high groups (≥ 11 TILs) optimized for DSS [20] . Of our entire cohort (n = 183), ten (5.5%) tumors were excluded due to partial or absent tumor cores, yielding 69 (40%) CD103 + low tumors and 104 (60%) CD103 + high tumors. In a similar fashion, we determined optimal cutpoints for CD4 + and CD8
+ TIL counts to stratify low and high groups with respect to these T-cell markers. CD4
+ high tumors were defined as having greater than or equal to 3 TILs, yielding 36 (26%) CD4 + high and 101 (74%) CD4 + low tumors in our cohort after excluding 46 due to partial or absent tumor cores. Finally, the CD8 + cutpoint was determined to be greater than or equal to 12 TILs, yielding 63 (41%) CD8 + high and 92 (59%) CD8 + low tumors in our cohort after excluding 28 due to partial or absent tumor cores. Each of the three dichotomized T-cell markers alone was correlated strongly with DSS (Supplemental Figure) . We had previously noted this for CD4 + and CD8 + TILs [9] , but identified a new stronger association with CD103 status and DSS (p < 0.0001). Importantly, we noted significant correlation between CD8 + and CD103 + TIL content, confirming a unique population of cytotoxic T-cells that co-express these markers in recurrent/persistent LSCC (Pearson rho = 0.62, p < 0.0001). There was no similar overlap between CD4 and CD103 expression (Fig. 2) .
Univariate analysis of CD103 + TILs on survival
We next performed univariate analysis to assess the prognostic value of CD103 + TILs with respect to all three survival outcomes in patients with recurrent/persistent LSCC. Cox proportional hazards models found that patients with CD103
+ high TILs had a better OS (p = 0.003), DSS (p < 0.0001), and DFS (p = 0.001) in comparison to patients with CD103 + low TILs (Fig. 3) . In comparing CD103 with CD8 on prognostication of survival, CD103 status more strongly predicted survival. Thus, we continued forward with CD103 in multivariate analysis.
Multivariate analysis of CD103 and other predictors of survival
Next, we performed multivariate analysis in order to account for additional variables that have a prognostic survival value.
We included variables previously validated in our cohort to be predictive of survival, namely CD4 + TILs, ACE-27 comorbidity status and node positivity [5, 9] Fig. 4; Table 2 ). These models with combined CD103 + /4 + status had good predictive value with c-indices of 0.75, 0.71, and 0.76, respectively, for DSS, OS, and DFS.
Discussion
An immunologic statistical profile informed by CD103 + TIL content appears to be a valuable predictive marker for survival in recurrent LSCC after RT/CRT. This adds to our previous findings that an immune-rich tumor-infiltrating phenotype carries a better prognosis in head and neck cancers [8, 9] . Greater TIL content in tumor specimens, whether CD103 + , CD4 + or CD8 + , portends a better prognosis. CD103 + TILs, in particular, were highly correlated with a favorable prognosis in our cohort. Moreover, combined high CD103 + and CD4 + TIL status had the best prognosis, suggesting an interrelated role of unique adaptive immune cells in controlling tumor progression and metastasis. Conversely, patients with "immune depleted" tumors relatively devoid of CD103 + and CD4 + TILs had significantly worse observed outcomes. These findings support previous studies in suggesting that "immune depleted" tumor status may be a key prognostic factor in many malignancies [21] [22] [23] .
In our cohort, CD103 + and CD8 + TIL content overlapped significantly, supporting the presence of a distinct subtype of activated, epithelial-localized, cytotoxic T-cells capable of malignant cell kill and tumor control. While a similar, albeit moderate, overlap of CD103 and CD8 expression was recently reported in TILs of non-small cell lung cancers [15] , ours is the first study to confirm Given our findings, it is quite likely that CD103 + TIL content may also prove to be a clinically useful biomarker for predicting response to induction chemotherapy, successful larynx preservation, and survival in primary laryngeal + and CD4 + high TIL status), mixed (either CD103 + or CD4 + high TIL status), or low (both CD103 + and CD4 + low TIL status) demonstrated significant association with OS, DSS, and DFS, with high the best prognosis, mixed with moderate prognosis, and low with poor prognosis cancers treated with organ preservation protocols. To this aim, we are currently analyzing CD103 + , CD8 + and CD4 + TIL content in our extensive repository of primary LSCC specimens treated with organ preservation protocols and hope to publish these data soon.
Of note, the pathogenesis of LSCC is not associated with human papillomavirus (HPV), and this is reflected in our LSCC cohort [5, 24] . Other HNSCC subsites, specifically oropharyngeal tumors, are more commonly associated with HPV, and these cancers are marked by a distinct immune phenotype with high levels of CD8 + T-cell infiltration and activation [25, 26] . HPV infection represents a favorable prognostic factor in HNSCC and it has been postulated that the associated immune response may play a role in this relationship. Thus, it is of great interest that an immunerich tumor microenvironment was still associated with an improved prognosis in this cancer traditionally not associated with HPV and immune activation. Further studies investigating HPV + oropharyngeal cancers in the primary and salvage setting will be important in determining the importance of CD103 status and other immune markers in disease prognosis for these head and neck cancer subsites.
While "immune depleted" tumors carry a worse prognosis, it remains to be seen whether they may respond differently to immunotherapeutics. Given that the anti-PD-1 antibodies pembrolizumab and nivolumab are dependent on T-cell activity, there is theoretical concern that these "immune depleted" tumors may also be more resistant to immunotherapies, given their relative depletion of TILs [27, 28] . Nevertheless, there remains significant room for further characterization of TIL status and "immune depletion" status in head and neck cancers, both in vitro and in the clinic. This will be crucial to validate our initial findings and to generate algorithms with which to prognosticate patients and potentially stratify treatments.
The importance of immune signatures in cancer prognosis and the related response of immunotherapy in cancer treatment is becoming increasingly apparent. Thus, further elucidation of prognostic biomarkers will be a watershed in predicting patient outcomes, and potentially selecting patients who may benefit from adjuvant immunotherapy. Accordingly, as future genetic studies are completed, it is possible that molecular variables ranging from the status of genomic alterations to gene expression may further improve these immune signature-driven predictive models. The present study describes for the first time the value of the TIL marker CD103 in survival prognostication in head and neck cancer (specifically recurrent LSCC). Our findings suggest that CD103 status may be the most significant immune biomarker for disease prognostication and thus warrants further investigation in prospective studies and in consideration of treatment stratification paradigms.
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